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The quickest way to the Amsterdam office
By public transport
Our office is situated approximately 900 metres from
RAI railway station. Exit the railway station and turn
right. Then turn right at the terminal for tram line 4
and follow the footpath. Turn right after 500 metres.
You will find the Ernst & Young Cross Towers right in
front of you.
By car from Utrecht
From the A2, take the A10 (Amsterdam/Zaandam/
RAI exit), as far as the RAI exit.*
By car from Amersfoort
Follow the A1 until junction Watergraafsmeer;
then take the A10 (A10 oost) towards Den Haag.
Then follow the A10 until you reach the RAI exit.**
By car from Zaanstad
From the A8 take the A10 in the direction of
Den Haag (A10 West) untill you reach RAI exit.*

By car from Haarlem
Follow the A9 as far as the Amsterdam/Den Haag/
Schiphol exit; then take the A4 towards Amsterdam;
at the next intersection follow the A10-Zuid
(Amsterdam-Zuid/Utrecht) until you reach the
RAI exit.**
By car from The Hague/Rotterdam
Follow the road past Schiphol towards Amsterdam;
at the A9 intersection follow the A4, then take the
A10-Zuid (Amsterdam-Zuid/Utrecht) until you reach
the RAI exit.**
* At the end of the RAI exit, turn left under the
viaduct. At the next traffic lights, turn right into De
Boelelaan. After approximately 200 metres, turn
right (the second street) into Antonio Vivaldistraat.
You will find the Ernst & Young Cross Towers right in
front of you.
** At the end of the RAI exit continue towards WTC.
At the next traffic lights, turn left into De Boelelaan.
After approximately 200 metres, turn right (the
second street) into Antonio Vivaldistraat. You will find
the Ernst & Young Cross Towers right in front of you.
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